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About This Game

Westerado: Double Barreled is Ostrich Banditos’ homage to Spaghetti Westerns about dirty pasts, consequences and taking a
hold of your future. When your family is murdered by a mysterious desperado, you set out into the world to take revenge. Take
control of your own fate and that of others, all using your trusty shooting iron. If words aren’t enough to persuade a character,
draw your revolver and see what happens. You can shoot whomever, whenever you like. Be an outlaw or a saint, explore the

open world, meet a varied cast of characters and decide how you want your revenge story to unfold.

Features

Hunt down the desperado that killed your family and explore the stories of the world’s inhabitants. Discover all the
possibilities and create a unique story each time you play.

Ride, shoot, and threaten your way through an expansive Wild West, expanded with all-new environments like the
forest, desert and mountains.

Soak up the western sun in a world built out of the grittiest pixels this side of Montezuma, and an expanded western
soundtrack, featuring live recorded banjos, trumpets, saloon pianos and more!
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GUNS! Let your gun do the talking, by drawing and cocking it during any conversation. Shoot whoever you want,
whenever you want, no exceptions. Pick your favorite weapon, whether it’s a revolver, shotgun or even a tomahawk.

 Multiple save slots to keep your progress across sessions and explore the splitting narrative.

 Technical upgrades to include full controller support and 720p/1080p display resolutions.

[/i]
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This could be such a good game but, there are just too many things that ruin it for me. One thing that really bugs me is how you
hire people to work in your zoo. What you do is buy a whole building to cover a small part of your zoo. So you have random
buildings all over the place and sometimes in your enclousures. Which really ruin my fun. Also everytime you wanna look at
something in the menus, then for some reason click off you have to start back at the begining. Everytime!!!!! At first I didn't
care but playing this for 9 hours it gets old. I keep doing things how I want but seem that there is always a problem which makes
it feel limited on what you can really do. Plus there are no tutorials which is sooo dumb. Your really on your own figuring this
game out........ I give is a 4.5\/10 :( not worth.. Hi
I have purchased this DLC, it shows in my game library but I can't find a way to actually play it!
Any ideas? demodiscs. I've enjoyed various idle games before, but this more than anything feels like "Waiting-in-line-at-the-
bank-with-a-mild-stomach-ache Simulator". I genuinely felt like I lost two days(*) by just having this game running, like it kept
me in some kind of holding pattern; like this is the video games version of having the flu. Seems like just a cold at first, but then
it wears you down, and while you're technically functional, you just can't handle anything that requires more effort than getting
up to go to the bathroom. I mean, video games aren't exactly productive by any means, but looking back over my time with this
game in particular feels like a complete waste of time. Funny enough, I didn't hate "playing" it; I just came to resent these
feelings I was left with after I forced myself to stop running it. Something about it just feels like eating too many cheesy poofs
in one sitting, and I just can't recommend it.

EDIT:
(*) After submitting review, saw my play time was 97 hours. So, uh, make that four days... oh god, it's even worse than I
thought.... Part 3 is required. (And demanded!!). I do NOT recommend this game to ANYONE!!!
First of all, its not "translated" to PC version, all ingame explanations are for game pad\/joystick.... game is TOO expensive for
what it offer.... damn it Im sad...
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My review

{LINK REMOVED}http:\/\/tinyurl.com\/OrbChambersReview

. too short but some ok fun. Gryzor87 is one of the best Indie Game composers around. Most of the time, he makes music for
Locomalito, a Spanish game developer who's behind some powerful arcade titles including Hydorah, Maldita Castila, and
Guarodan. Sampling Gryzor's works from those games is easy enough because those particular games are freeware.

No seriously. Locomalito's games are free to download and play from his website. Look them up right now, you've got nothing
to lose. I recommend trying out Hydorah first. Search it up, give it a play, then come back. I'll wait.

......No, yeah! You really did get that for free! Can you believe it!? And now you know what kind of music Gryzor87 can make!

Anyways. This arranged soundtrack DLC for Crimson Clover isn't free... But it's WORTH IT! The music is intense and rockin'
from start to finish! That part about it being arranged to fit the action is certainly no lie either. When a miniboss appears, it
immediately sounds more tense and powerful. When you're in an area void of enemies, it gets a bit suspenseful and when the
enemies return, hits you in full force! But no matter the situation, the music's intensity NEVER lets up. It fits into the hectic
environment of the game perfectly!

Put simply, this is the kind of music I wanted to hear in Crimson Clover from the very start. It's actually what got me to buy the
game in the first place.

Oh! And in case you were wondering, the music (mainly boss tunes) DOES loop properly in-game if it has to! That was the only
thing I didn't like about the Hydorah soundtrack, but it's a non-issue here!

So! Do not be afraid to purchase this DLC. Get it. Embrace it. Be proud to own it! If you're still on the fence, then fine, get it
during a sale. And hey, by paying for it you supported a fantastic musical composer. Congratulations!. Love this game a great
deal, will happily get this because i love the Conan world and loved the movies. the game could do with much more then it
currently has, for example... Musician Thralls would be nice, thralls being able to do more then just stand there would be a good
touch also.

i would also like the idea of seperating the thralls and pets so that you can move with one of each as followers, seperate systems
in that your party can be a little bigger.

look forward to future updates and expansions, and expansions are much needed lest the game stagnate, maybe something
involving boats? the ability to craft your own and sail it? that would be cool... ^^. I still don't know if I like this game, there are
so many bad things about it. I don't feel very cheerful driving around the map while Mallorca is a beautiful island. I wouldn't
recommend it for the price asked.

Pros:
Airport looks nice
Planes takeoff and land.
The bus is detailed
Some buildings look realistic
There are four nicely sized routes

Cons:
The map is mostly discusting
No new AI cars
No route guide to hotels
Feels like a sad place while Mallorca is a beautiful island in real life
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Feels rushed
Annunciator is not authentic
Random music is played near El Arenal
Hotels\/Resorts are badly modeled
It costs 26 pounds

In conclusion, save your money for OMSI London.
. Can't calibrate height, bots only shoot at other bots, multiplayer is completely dead, can't manually reload, can't turn 90
degrees, running breaks my character, the list goes on.

Should be a free game. Nowhere near worth 15 dollars.. Not recommend can't play as Spice Girls
. I need to examine the program more to see how it truly works, but it's absolutely lovely to me so far. I've always wanted this
engine, and I'd visit the original site with google translate to always see the statemnt that an english translation was possibly
being considered. Now that it's here, I'm delighted.. I couldn't tell whether I would like the game, but decided to gamble on it.
Nearly 200 play hours later, I can say with certainty that my gamble paid off amazingly.

WHAT I THOUGHT IT WOULD BE:
A blend of roleplaying and economic gameplay, with some exploration, some class progression, and a lot of buying and selling.

WHY I WAS ORIGINALLY WORRIED:
A lot of games promise to be what I thought Star Traders promised to be, and most of them do something to break what ought
to be an easy concept to perfect. Sometimes the world and options are just small and limited. Sometimes the economic model
makes no sense. Sometimes the classes are poorly differentiated or the progression is perfunctory. Sometimes the game balance
is skewed, usually so that bizarre difficulties begin to accumulate and only affect the player. (e.g. suddenly the Caribbean is
overrun with dozens of unstoppable pirate fleets, but everyone else seems to be thriving unencumbered....) Usually though,
games just never live up to the promise.

WHAT I FOUND
Star Traders Frontiers is in fact exactly what I thought it would be, and its a lot of fun! And it's fun in even more ways than I
originally expected. It's fun to trade. It's fun to advance characters and try different combinations. It's fun to upgrade and try
new ships. Its even fun to explore planets and salvage wrecks. Even the crew combat is a fun little minigame, and it doesn't feel
tacked on.

PROS
- Lots of different character options. There are only a few that you can select to start, but the ability to choose multiple jobs
(cross-class) for your Captain lets you explore the full range.
- The classes are distinct and most are useful. There is some overlap between the various jobs (classes), so that a couple jobs
have some essentially identical talents among their choices, but the rest of the choices are unique and flavorful. Being an
explorer gives you a very different character than being a bounty hunter, for example.
- Lots of different goods and trade interactions. There are patterns that let you guess good trade routes, but enough variety
within the consistency that you can really dive into being a merchant if you want and make a lot of money.
- HUGE galaxies to explore. Even when you start on with the standard galaxy, there are lots of sectors to learn and planets to
visit. The various planets don't exactly have personality, but their arrangement in systems and different markets make them
another element of the game that it can be exciting to learn.
- Fun strategic fights. The ship fights and crew fights are engaging turn-based challenges, and because they're based off of
upgrade choices for ship and crew, you can really feel like your choices in progression affect your performance.
- Lots of playstyle options. If you want to focus on fighting, you can. If you want to focus on trading, you can. If you want to
manipulate faction politics by spying and doing missions, you can. If you want to find and fight alien monsters, you can.
- Super Active Developers. They respond to comments. They update the game, sometimes multiple times a week. They add new
content.

CONS
- The card mini-games can be frustrating. These are used for patrolling, spying, blockading, exploring, salvaging, smuggling,
completing missions... You'll see them a lot. You draw five cards that show you potential outcomes, usually some good and
some bad, and then four of the cards disappear randomly. You have talents that can remove, re-draw, or replace one of the
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cards, but you can only use one talent at a time. If the talent replaces one bad card, you're often left with several bad options
remaining. If a talent adds a good option, you're pretty likely to not have it picked. It's all very random, and whereas the rest of
the game you can feel like your progress improves your performance, in the card mini-games you're pretty much left with luck.
- Almost everyone is corrupt and desperately wants to hate you. You'll run across a lot of other ships in your travels, and if
they're from another faction, they're likely to lower your reputation with that faction just because you passed them in space.
Your options are either to bribe them--which is prohibitively expensive sometimes, especially in the early game when reputation
is most important but money is most scarce--to let them wreck your crew morale and possibly cause you to fail any mission
you're on, or to spend precious talent choices on abilities that will mitigate but not remove the problem. It's enough to make a
person take to piracy: if they're going to make a faction dislike you, you might as well loot them first.
- Not all play styles are created equal. I would very much like to play an explorer who just explores, but it's crushingly difficult
because of the constant crew fights and alien attacks, then it's impossible to sell any of the relics or trade goods that you find,
and every time you return to civilization anyway your unhappy injured crew deserts, sand replacement crews never level enough
to survive an expedition without becoming unhappy and injured.

OVERALL
Don't let my wordier cons dissuade you. After all, I've played the game for nearly 200 hours already and am about to take
another stab at playing an explorer. It's a lot of fun. For the price, it's a tremendous value.
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